SALTWATER SOLUTION

SEAS THE DAY
SUPERIOR SALTWATER PACKAGE
MasterCraft offers the most comprehensive saltwater
solution in the towboat segment. Thoughtful engineering
and premium parts ensure your boat is optimized for
sunrise to sunset saltwater adventures.

THE BEST SALTWATER EXPERIENCE
Over the past decade we have meticulously refined our
materials, vendors and mechanics to ensure your investment is
protected from the harsh enviroment brought on from saltwater
and brackish water. From a powerful closed-cooled motor
system with the industry’s best warranty to sacrifical aluminum
anodes, every detail has been carefully thought out, tested and
proven to deliver the quality and reliability you expect
from MasterCraft.
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THE DETAILS THAT MATTER
1. SACRIFICIAL ALUMINUM ANODES
Sacrificial anodes protect the metal
components under the waterline
from corrosion.

2. TEFLON COATED ALUMINUM
MasterCraft’s standard platform brackets
are replaced with a salt-safe version for
optimal durability and longevity.

3. HYDRAULIC STEERING
The standard mechanical steering
system is replaced with a salt-safe
hydraulic system.

4. STAINLESS STEEL SHOCKS
Stainless steel shocks replace
standard shocks for extended life
in saltwater environments.

5. SPAGHETTI MESH LINER
Standard storage floor lining is
replaced with an easily washable
rubberized mesh flooring liner.

6. ELECTRICAL BONDING SYSTEM
A bonding harness to add additional
protection to metal components under
the waterline.

ILMOR MOTOR UPGRADE
All MasterCraft boats come standard with a convenient
engine flush hookup and corrosive protecting paint,
however, when opting for a saltwater package the base
motor will be upgraded to an Ilmor 5.3L or 6.2L GDI V8
(dependent on model selected.) These engines feature
an efficient, fully closed-cooling system and produce
365HP with and 430HP respectively.
WORLD CLASS WARRANTY
Ilmor engines have an unprecedented 7-year, 1,000hour, factory-backed warranty—the
most comprehensive in the towboat industry.
MEAN AND CLEAN
The Ilmor GDI class engine is one of the top
5-star emissions rated gasoline marine
engines in the world.
UNMATCHED EXPERIENCE
Ilmor is MasterCraft’s exclusive partner for
marine engines, and has more than 30 years
experience in the automotive industry.
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